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Preface 
 

 

 

 

Dear SmarTRACK user, 

 

 

At Valori, we as test specialists sometimes say we are "suppliers of a good night of sleep". That is more 

than true, especially for defect management. 

You know. Hectic ICT projects, substantial risks and complex tests: you have to think of everything at 

once. I always sleep a lot better when I know that all issues are safe and centralized in a central defect 

management database. The calming feeling "ah, this won't be forgotten and is guaranteed to get a 

follow up".  

If such a database supports multi-level reporting on ongoing issues, the severity of each issue and trends, 
then this is excellent, because a clear overview is imperative to control system development and ICT.  
 
SmarTRACK provides in this. I have the privilege to work with it for some time now and I can assure you: it 
is a joy to work with. It is easy to master and the longer you work with it the more you will appreciate it. An 
example of a custom made ICT tool suitable for daily use! 
 

 
I wish you a lot of Grip and Insight! 
 
Egbert Bouman 

 

Product Manager Testing 

Valori 

egbertbouman@valori.nl 

 

 

 

PS: If you want to discuss smart testing in elaborately, or about improvement or smartsourcing of the 

testing process, or 'just' need a good tester or solid test manager: send me a mail, call +31(0)30-7111111 or 

visit www.valori.nl. We like to think with you! 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 About this manual 

 

Goal  

 

This user manual provides a concise but complete overview of SmarTRACK's functions. Simple and 

clear functions are omitted or only described briefly. Points to note and more complex functionality 

are explained more thoroughly. A separate administrator manual is available.  

 

Explanation symbols 

 

Buttons in SmarTRACK are represented in blue. Example: click on Apply Filter. Names of screens in 

SmarTRACK are represented in red. Example: screen View issues is opened. If you are working with a 

black-and-white version, this is not a problem. These colors are only used as an extra aid.  

 

 

 

Tips and notes–  You will encounter this pushpin at sections that require some extra attention.  

 

 

Set-up of the manual 

 

Chapter 1 offers a short introduction to SmarTRACK, the workflow and the roles. 

Chapter 2 describes the everyday use: log in, create and update issues. 

Chapter 3 explains how to make reports. 

Chapter 4 is about the available online documentation. 

Chapter 5 shows how configurations and profiles can be managed. 

Chapter 6 finally is a list of all SmarTRACK fields with an explanation 

 

Index 

 

At the end of this document you will find an extensive subject index. If you don't have the printed or PDF 

version, but the Word document on screen, make sure hidden text is not visible, or you will see interfering 

index word markings. 

 

 

Use the index – The index helps you to find what you are looking for quickly 
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1.2 About SmarTRACK 

 

SmarTRACK is an online application for recording, collecting, managing and reporting defects (issues) 

within a test object. SmarTRACK is created with you, the end user in mind. An easy to use application, 

based on the software application Mantis that helps you to start quickly and smoothly.  

 

Standard Mantis contains:  

- configure language per user (default configuration is Dutch); 

-  completely configurable to your project and employees;  

-  configurable email messages by the SmarTRACK manager and user;  

-  extensive filter and selection options;  

-  personally configurable user fields and dropdown lists  

-  option to add attachments and screenshots.   

 

SmarTRACK has extra functionality on top of standard Mantis, like:  

- simple log on screens, also for beginners;   

- a secure SSL connection;  

- enhanced user screens;  

- graphical reports.  

 

You can find more information in the SmarTRACK Flyer, on www.smartrack.nl or on the SmarTEST 

website: www.smartest.nl in the section ‘Tools and Templates’. 

 

 

Browser compatibility  – SmarTRACK is a web application that is compatible with all common 

browsers (even most PDA browsers). It is tested comprehensively with Internet Explorer 6, -7 and 

Firefox. Depending on your browser (version) there can be small differences in lay-out and 

behavior. 

 

1.3 A SmarTEST tool 

SmarTRACK is a tool from the SmarTEST family. SmarTEST is a method for testing 

information systems, developed by Valori. SmarTEST belongs to the real world of large 

and small but always hectic IT projects.  

 

Do read the book 'SmarTEST, smart testing of information systems' (Dutch title: 

'SmarTEST, slim testen voor informatiesystemen') 

(Egbert Bouman, 2008, second, completely revised edition, Academic Service). 

 

Website  - On www.smartest.nl you will find more about the book and the 

approach and you can download all tools and templates you will need for the 

testing process. 
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1.4 Support and service levels 

SmarTRACK support is available in three levels: 

 

1. Primary user support by the local SmarTRACK manager 

Service level: is determined in agreement between the administrator and the stakeholders 

2. Secondary support by Valori 

Service level: guaranteed feedback within 1 working day. 

Used for: the more complex questions and problems, restores and ad hoc back-ups of the 

database. To this end a special Valori email is available for the local SmarTRACK manager. In 

case of an emergency the general Valori number can be called: +31(0)30-7111111. 

3. Tertiary support  

Through Valori, in cooperation with the provider and application SmarTRACK manager.  

This is important for custom made changes and serious problems.  

 

1.5 Freedom and flexibility 

The Valori SmarTEST philosophy involves, among other things: "Give people responsibility, and they will 

take it". But also: "Trust but verify". Going from this idea a SmarTRACK configuration is created that offers 

users a lot of freedom and flexibility, while retaining grip and insight by the responsible test coordinators, 

test manager and SmarTRACK managers.  

 

Freedom is expressed in: 

1. Every status transition is possible 

2. A user that has access to an issue has access to all fields 

 

Grip and insight are expressed in: 

1. The status transitions a user is allowed to make, are determined through his or her role 

2. The SmarTRACK manager can activate or deactivate transitions and authorizations the way he 

sees fit 

3. Every change is logged with a user and time stamp in the issue history  

 

 

Default configuration  - This manual is based on the default SmarTRACK configuration. Your 

database administrator can choose (greatly) differing settings which can result in differences 

with the manual.  

 

 

 

A tool is only used as a support - a tool like SmarTRACK is meant for support and not as a 

replacement of normal communication: face to face, phone, email, etcetera. Record oral 

agreements or agreements over the mail in the comment history, so SmarTRACK contains the 

complete file. 
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1.6 Roles 

Each SmarTRACK user has a specific role, and each role has its specific authorizations. SmarTRACK has 

a default set of six roles. The below table indicates the essence of each role and the general authorizations 

in SmarTRACK.  

 

These roles 'only' determine the possibilities in SmarTRACK. Of course a manager or a lead developer is 

also allowed to test and create issues. The other way around a (super) tester can contribute to solving and 

analyzing issues and with that take the role of developer.  

  

Role  Properties: 

Tester Reports new issues and executes retests if necessary. 

Can only add comments, assign and attach document for existing issues.  

Super tester Experienced tester, with more authorizations than a normal tester.  

Can assign each status and do almost everything with an issue, but can´t do 

managing tasks like changing workflow settings and add users.  

Lead tester Is responsible for a test team and monitors and controls the defect management 

process. Monitors the quality of the issues, categorizes and reports issues to 

assignees or assigning coordinators. Intervenes if things aren´t picked up quickly 

enough or if issues are moved back and forth. Authorizations in SmarTRACK don´t 

differ greatly with the super tester.  

Lead developer Accepts issues and coordinates development and reporting "fixed".  

Can raise issues (new), accept, process and report fixed. But can't report, set to 

retest or close.  

Developer  

 

Analyzes issues and implements corrections into the test object (usually the 

software, but can also be documentation, etcetera). Can do the same things as the 

lead developer except Accept.  

Manager Organizes the configuration and maintenance of SmarTRACK, specifically adding 

new users, projects, and email settings. Can delegate tasks in SmarTRACK to the 

lead tester by granting authorizations.  

 

The administrator manual contains extensive guidelines to configure authorizations and roles, with 

specific attention to the role Tester.  

 

 

Guest account  – The role Guest is not a default SmarTRACK role. The SmarTRACK manager can, 

however, create user Guest, with the role Tester. Log on with user name 'Guest' and password 

'Readonly'.  
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Below table shows which status you can assign, depending on your role. The SmarTRACK manager can 

change this to the desired configuration.  

 

                      Status 
Role                    

New Acknowled

ged 

Accepted Processing Fixed Retest Closed 

Manager x x x x x x x 

Lead tester x x x x x x x 

Super tester x x x x x x x 

Lead developer x  x x x   

Developer x   x    

Tester x       
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1.6.1 Workflow and statuses 

SmarTRACK has 7 statuses, which are normally 

completed in a specific order and are recommended by 

SmarTRACK.  

 

The enclosed figure shows this 'normal' workflow.  

 

SmarTRACK is configured to enable every other 

transition. Depending on your role and corresponding 

authorizations you can skip steps or move back. The 

manager can restrict this if desired.  

 

1. New  - not verified 

The Tester or a user with another role reports 

an issue. 

2. Acknowledged  - verified and assigned to the development team  

The Lead tester or the Super tester checks the issue (among others for clarity, double issues) and 

checks the fields (Category, Impact, …). If the issue is valid, he will assign it to the Lead developer. 

If the issue is not valid, he will close the issue (status to Closed).  

3. Accepted  - accepted by the development team as "we will work on this” 

The Lead developer assesses the issue, adds information if necessary and assigns it to the person 

who will do a further analysis and/or fix the fault: the Developer.  

4. Processing - the assignee is working on it (developer, programmer…)  

If the developer agrees with the issue being assigned to him, he will start working on it. He/she can 

also send the issue back to the Lead tester. With this, the status is set back to Acknowledged.  

5. Fixed  - developer has finished his analysis and/or fix, and proposes to close the issue  

After fixing (or result of the analysis that fix is not necessary/desired/possible) the Developer sets 

the issue to Fixed and assigns it to the Lead tester.  

6. Retest  - proposition of the developer to close is assessed, usually by a retest  

The Lead tester determines if the developer has provided enough information and changes the 

status to retest, while assigning it to a (super) tester, preferably the one that reported the issue. He 

will then execute a retest and/or re-assessment and reports the result in an additional comment (a 

tester can't do more in this status, a super tester can).  

7. Closed  – the issue requires no more action and is closed  

The Lead tester assesses the comments of the (re)testers and if the result is OK, he will change 

the relevant fields and set the issue to Closed. If the result is not OK he will resubmit the issue. 

Depending on how (un)clear the situation, this is for the Lead tester, the Lead developer or the 

developer.  
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2 Get to work quickly with SmarTRACK 

2.1 Request and activate account 

To get access to SmarTRACK you will have to request an account at your local SmarTRACK manager. At 

the given email address you will receive the below email with a link to log on for the first time.  

  

 

E-mail doesn't arrive?   If you don't get the expected email, it is possible there is a spam filter 

set too strictly, either locally on your PC or on a mail server somewhere else. In that case, 

contact your local SmarTRACK manager.  

 

 

If you click on the link the below Account screen is opened. On this screen you will have to enter a 

password of your choice twice and your full name. Then click on Update User. 
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2.2 Log on 

After activating your account you are logged on and you can get started. If you are logged off later and want 

to log on again you will go to http://yourdomain.smartrack.nl, replace "yourdomain" with the domain your 

SmarTRACK manager has given you. Next, the log on screen appears:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enter your user name and password on the log in screen. Check the checkbox "Save log on data" if you 

want to save this information. Choose if necessary the option "Password forgotten?" on the log in screen. 

After entering your username and email address you will receive a new request mail.  

 

Points of attention regarding the SmarTRACK URL 
 

1. Save as a favorite requires some extra attention, because you will log on with your own URL, 

but will be routed to a secure connection (SSL through https) with the URL www.smartrack.nl. 

This means you will have to enter favorites manually as http://yourdomain.smartrack.nl. 

 

2. Because you will work with the same SmarTRACK URL it is not possible to work in two 

SmarTRACK databases at the same time, unless you run a parallel session of Firefox and 

Internet Explorer.  

 

The database name is not in the address bar but in the title bar of the browser: 
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If you log in this means you agree with the user conditions that can be viewed by using the hyperlink below 

on the screen. It is possible that there are additional or other specific agreements between your 

organization and Valori. Consult your local SmarTRACK manager if desired.  

 

Session time out?  – If you are inactive for a longer period of time you can get the message 

your session has timed out. This is related to the secure SSL connection. Enter the URL again 

(see earlier remarks SmarTRACK URL) and log on again. If you are quick this last action isn't 

even necessary because the session isn't directly terminated.  
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2.3 My view 

When you are logged on, the screen My view is shown:  

The issues shown on this screen depend on the Project chosen on the top right. This project choice is 

relevant for almost all SmarTRACK screens.  
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Button Switch  –In Internet Explorer, the page is automatically refreshed after selecting a project 

from the list. In other browsers (like Firefox), you will need to press the button Switch after 

selecting.  

 

This screen shows you the most relevant issues at a glance in six categories:  

- Assigned to me; 

- Reported by me; 

- Recently Modified; 

- Unassigned; 

- Resolved; 

- Monitored by me. 

 

For each category there is a maximum of 10 issues. If you want to see more issues, you can do so with the 

menu option View issues. 

 

 

Double issue?  – It is possible that issues appear multiple times in different categories, for 

example if an issue that is assigned to you is also monitored by you.  

 

 

For each category you have the following options:  

- Click the category name: the relevant list is opened in the screen View issues, with extra filter 

options and other options. See for more the chapter View Issues; 

- Clicking the arrow behind the name of the category has the same result, but the screen opens in a 

new browser session or a new tab (depending your browser settings); 

- Click the number of the issue to directly view the issue and al its properties. See for more chapter 

View issue details; 

- Click the 'pencil' near an issue to edit it. See for more chapter Update issues.  

 

Below the switch project field, is the field Issue # which will take you directly to a specific issue. Enter the 

number of the issue and click Jump. 

 

Every issue status has its own color. This way you can see in which status an issue is at a glance. Below 

the overview you will find the meaning of the different colors.  
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If you see one or more arrows to the right of the pencil, this indicates the priority of the issue, as shown 

below:  

 

 Priority: immediate 

 

 Priority: urgent 

 

 Priority: high 

 

 Priority: normal 

 

 Priority: low 

 

If there is a "lock" below the issue number, it is an internal issue that is not visible to everyone.  
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2.4 Report issue 

 

You can report a new issue with the menu option Report issue. 

 

If multiple projects are defined in a database you will be asked to choose the project you want to report the 

issue in. By checking "Make default", for a next issue this question will not be asked again.  

 

 

Next you will see the report issue screen. There is a distinction between mandatory and additional 

information to enter.  
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The mandatory information 

 

 

You will need to enter the following properties: 

 

Property:  

Category One of the categories defined by the SmarTRACK manager.  

Severity This is the severity, or the impact of the issue, for the user and the business. 

Don't confuse this with the technical severity or difficulty to solve.  

Assign to  Select a user that should take action next. This is often the lead tester. If you 

don't know, you can leave this out.  

Reproducibility How easy is it to reproduce the issue? 

Summary  Short description that is shown in lists and concise overviews.  

Description Extensive description of the issue.  

 

If you want to refer to another existing issue in the text, this is possible b y using the # symbol with the issue 

number behind it. SmarTRACK automatically converts this to a link: for example #123 is converted to 

0000123.  
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Formulate your issue completely and be clear and co ncise.  Walk in the readers shoes! 

Think about the used terms, especially in the summary. Formulate it as a fault. So not "Enter 

Personal information for foreign contacts" but "Personal information for foreign contacts is not 

at its optimum because the field country is missing".  

  

 

It is adviced to make an overview of the test risks in the SmarTEST PRIMA matrix and report results 

visually on the Release sheet1. Keep (system) components on these sheets in line with the SmarTRACK 

categories.  

 

                                                        
1 Toolkits on www.smartest.nl. 
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Additional information 

Additional information will give you more information about the issue and circumstances, if necessary.  

 

 

A further explanation of the input fields: 

 

Property:  

Steps to reproduce  Which steps need to be taken to get to the situation of the issue? 

Select profile  Choose one of the defined system configurations.  

Product version The product version in which the issue was established.  

Product build Many software builders use different builds within a version. These can be 

entered here.  

Upload File  Attach a file, for example screenshots or reports. It is possible to add multiple 

files, each with a maximum of 10 Mb. Also see the tip below.  

View status Is this issue visible for everyone or just for a select group of users (ask your 

lead tester who they are)? 

Report stay  Check this option if you want to enter another issue after this one.  

 

If you entered all desired properties, the issue can be saved and will get the status "New". Within seconds 

you will automatically return to the screen View issues. If you have the authorizations you can acknowledge 

the issue or set it to a different status.  
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Email notification  – If this setting is on, relevant users will get an email of the new issue. This 

is also done for significant changes. This email contains among other things a direct link to the 

issue in the database. The manager as well as the users have their own settings to restrict or 

expand the emailing.  

 
Error messages – If there is a firewall, proxy server or virus scanner in your organization this 

can lead to complications during the attachment of files. You can get the error message "Page 

cannot be displayed", or, for a slow connection, "Page not found". This is not a SmarTRACK 

problem. Report this at your SmarTRACK manager or system/ network administrator. He is 

often able to solve this. Tip: try again and keep attachments as small as possible.  
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2.5 View issues 

 

The menu option View issues will give you an overview of all issues that have been reported up until now. 

The screen is divided in a filter (top) and an overview of the filtered issues (below).  
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The use of filters 

The filters on the top of the screen can be used to search for properties and for free text. Free text searches 

in all text fields, also in the notes.  

 

Functioning: choose the desired (combination of) field value(s) and/or type a word or phrase behind 

'Search' and then click Apply Filter (so not on Use Filter!!).  

 

SmarTRACK adds default wildcards, so the search term 'smart' will also find ‘SmarTEST’ and ‘Thinksmart’. 

 

The +/- symbol before 'Search' can hide the section with filter settings to make the screen more well-

organized.  

 

 

Advanced filters triggers a mode to select multiple values per field (use the Control key). This is the only 

difference.  

 

The option Reset filter combined with the button Use Filter will return the filter to the default criteria: all open 

issues, sorted on the column Changed (=time stamp last change).  

 

Use the button Save current filter to save filters for later use. You can define a saved filter specifically for 

one project or for all projects if desired. Also, if you have the authorizations, you can make a filter "public", 

which makes it available to all users.  

 

Filters can be changed or deleted with the button Manage filters. 

 

 

The setting "Changed(hrs)"  – will not filter out any issues. Instead the date is shown with a 

bold font. When the date of an issue is bold, this means the issue has been changed within the 

reported number of hours.  

 

 

 

Loading …  Filtering on multiple fields needs an extra step for Internet Explorer 7. For this 

browser, after each selected filter you will first need to press the Filter button before you 

choose a new filter. If you don't do this, it will get stuck in "Loading…". If this happens, use the 

back button on the browser. This is a "known error" of IE7.  
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Filtered issues 

The issues that correspond to the search criteria are shown in the lower section of the screen. You can sort 

the list de- and ascending by pressing the corresponding column header.  

 

Several reports can be printed from this list by clicking Print reports. The sorting order is also used in the 

reports. See for more chapter 3. You can also export this overview as a CSV file, to create your own 

reports. A CSV file doesn't contain the SmarTRACK 'notes'. If these are important, choose Excel-, Word- or 

browser reports (see chapter 3).  

 

Most of the columns are obvious. Below an explanation of several specific columns:  

 

Column: Explanation: 

Pencil Opens the screen  Updating issue information 

“P” (Priority) The priority to process (not the same as the business impact; see chapter 2.2).  

ID Click on the number to view the full issue.  

“#” The number of notes that is placed at the issue.  

Category With the project name, If multiple projects are selected on the top right.  

Severity The severity to the reporter, and/or ‘Business Impact’. See also Priority. 
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Status With the person assigned to between brackets.  

Updated Shows the date of the last change to the issue. 

 

 

 

Note the chosen project on the top right  – If an issue you are trying to find is not displayed, 

check if the correct project is selected on the top right on the screen.  

 

 

 

Update multiple issues at once 

A specifically practical option is to edit multiple issues at once. The checkboxes are used to select one or 

more issues and update these simultaneously through the pull down menu below the issue. The checkbox 

Select All to the left of the pull down menu is used to (de) select all issues. The following actions are 

possible depending on your role:  

 

Action: Explanation: 

Move Move the issue to a different (sub) project. 

Copy Copies the issue to a different (sub) project.  

Tip: if you want to report a new issue based on an existing one, you can use the 

button Create clone (see paragraph 'View issue details').  

Assign Assigns the issues to a specific user.  

Close Closes the issues. 

Delete Deletes the issues from SmarTRACK. Better not to do this! 

Resolve Changes the type of issue and changes the status to Retest.  

Set/Unset Sticky Makes an issue 'sticky' so it will stick directly below the header at the top.  

Update Priority Changes the priority of issues.  

Update Status Changes the status of issues.  

Update Category Changes the category of issues, 

Update View Status Changes the visibility of issues: for everyone or just for users that can see 

internal issues.  

 

 

Convenient: “sticky”  – If one or more issues are marked "sticky", these are the first to show 

in the list, whatever the sorting is. This is a toggle, so you can turn sticky on and off (set/unset).   
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View issue details 

Clicking the ID in the View issues screen will open the screen Viewing Issue Details. If the issue contains 

notes – shown by a number in the column "#"-, clicking this number will take you to these notes.  

 

 

In the lower section on this page (not in the screenshot) you will find additional Notes and the Issue history.  

 

The top section of the screen has the following options: 

 

Option: Explanation: 

Jump to notes Jump directly to the notes that belong to the issue. You can also quickly 

add a note.  

Send a reminder  Opens a new screen to send a reminder to one or more users. By keeping 

the <CTRL> pressed, you can select multiple users.  

[<<] Opens the previous issue (within the created selection).  

[>>] Opens the next issue (within the created selection).  
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View Simple Shows the most important fields of the issue.  

View Advanced Shows all details of the issue. 

Issue History Jump directly to the history (change history) of the issue. 

Print Opens a printable overview of the issue. 

 

 

The lower section of the detailed overview has a maximum of seven shortcut buttons. The buttons are 

visible depending on your authorizations and the status of the issue.  

 

Button: Explanation: 

Update Issue Opens the screen Updating issue information. 

Assign To: Quick option to assign the issue to another user.  

Change Status To: Quick option to change the status of the issue. The drop down list depends on 

the role of the user. You will get a separate screen to add additional information 

to the change.  

Monitor Issue Adds the issue to the list 'Monitored by me'. From now on you will get emails of 

relevant changes.  

Create Clone Clone: opens a copy in the screen Report issue, with all data of the cloned issue 

filled. A relation to the main issue is automatically created.  

Tip: if you want to copy one or more issues to another (sub) project, use the 

function Copy. See paragraph 'update multiple issues at once'.  

Move Issue Moves the issue to another (sub) project.  

Delete Issue Deletes the issue from the database completely. Better not to do this!! 

 

 

Use Notes –  Provide each status change with an explanation in a new note, so other users 

know why the status has been changed. It is simple: SmarTRACK adds time stamp and user 

name for you.  

 

 

Attach files and add relationship 

Below in the detail screen is the possibility to attach files (max of 10 Mb per file), or add relationships to 

other issues. An added relationship automatically appears in the other issue.   
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Page cannot be displayed  – Remember the earlier tip: attaching files can lead to complications 

with virus scanners, firewalls that are (too) strict and proxy servers. Usually you will get an error 

message “Page cannot be displayed”. 

 

2.6 Update issues 

 

By clicking on the 'pencil' symbol in the screens My view and View issues, or by pressing the button Update 

Issue on the screen View Issue Details, you will open the screen Updating Issue Information. This screen 

has a simple and an advanced version. See below for the advanced version. 
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Updating is also possible in read mode  – The screens "View issues" and "Viewing issue 

details" provide a (quick) option to update issues and update multiple issues at once (batch 

update). See the previous paragraph for this.  

 

 

On the simple screen, the entered information at creation of the issue can be changed. You can also add 

notes, which is always recommended when updating an issue. With the corresponding checkbox you can 

make the note internal, so it can't be read by everyone.  

 

On the advanced screen you can update or add other properties: 

- Platform, OS (operating system) and OS version info. Also see the field descriptions in chapter 6. 

- Projection (Expected solution): Tweak, Minor fix, Major Rework or Redesign 

- ETA 

- Steps to reproduce  

 

 

Attach files and change relationships  – this is not done on the screen "Updating Issue 

Information", but in the screen "View issue details".  

 

 

 

Navigating with the back button of the browser – you can always return to the previous 

page with the back button of the browser. Due to the secured connection there is a chance 

the page is not available anymore2. In that case it is best to make a new menu choice. 

Specifically View issues is a good choice, because SmarTRACK always saves your last 

(filter) settings.  

 

                                                        
2 Compare this for example with online banking.This is also data with a secured connection, and pages are also quick to time 
out and input is quickly removed- for your safety-. 
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3 Reporting with SmarTRACK 

3.1 Overviews and reports 

 

In the menu Summary SmarTRACK offers a broad range of overviews, tables and graphs: 

• Synthesis: tables containing summations 

• Per state (and more): detailed graphs sorted on different properties 

• Advanced summary : the most informative graphs put together on one screen  

• Custom summary: in preparation 

 

Initially the Synthesis screen is shown. Below a description of this and the other overviews and reports. 

3.2 Synthesis 

This screen (see next page) is specifically helpful. It offers a large range of data. Most of the numbers are 

clickable, after which the list of issues that lies behind it opens in the screen View issues.  

 

There are tables with summations by Project (only if there are multiple projects), by Status, by Severity, by 

Category, Developer stats, Reporter by Resolution, by Priority and Reporter stats.  

 

In these tables issues are sorted into three groups:  

Open:   status New, Acknowledged, Accepted, Processing and Fixed 

Resolved:  status Retest (so –probably- no more action for development) 

Closed:  status Closed 

 

Also, there are specific tables on this screen for: 

• By date (days) : number of issues that is reported in the given number of days; 

• Time stats for Resolved Issues (days): 

- ID and time of the issue that was open the longest; 

- average time between reporting and closing; 

- total time: cumulative of the time of all issues 

• Reporter by resolution: 

- issues per reporter, sorted by resolution; 

- percentage of false (invalid) issues. 

• Developer by resolution: 

- issues per developer, sorted by resolution; 

- percentage of successfully fixed issues3. 

• Reporter effectiveness: shows the effectiveness of the reporters with a number. This number depends 

on the severity of the reported issues and the number of false issues.  

 

See the screenshot on the next page.  

                                                        
3 Is not working correctly at the moment, a solution is being worked on. 
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3.3 Graphs per property 

There is a standard number of five screens with detailed information depicted in graphs. These screens sort 

the issues using the following properties:  

 

- Per state 

- Per priority 

- Per severity 

- Per category 

- Per resolution 

 

In each of these screens two specific graphs are depicted:  

 

- A histogram with the totals  

- A pie chart with the internal relationships 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The screens Per Category, Per severity and Per serverity and status also contain a third mixed graph with 

the properties against the status.  
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Also for these graphs the different statuses are sorted into 3 groups: 'Opened', 'Resolved' ('Fixed') and 

'Closed'. This grouping is described on the screen Synthesis, where 'Resolved is synonym to 'Fixed'.  

 

3.4 Advanced summary 

The advanced summary offers a good collection of graphs in one overview. A significant difference to the 

other graphs is the printability of the advanced summary.  

 

 

 

 

The trend graph with the flow of the issues in time, where three trend lines are shown: 'Reported' (all 

issues), 'Still Open' (New to Fixed) and 'Resolved' (or 'Fixed': Retest plus Closed), is very informative for 

project leads and test managers 
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3.5 Print reports 

This screen allows you to export, save and print several reports. The selection process is equal to the filter 

settings and ordering on the screen View issues. As can be seen in the picture, a further selection can be 

made with the check boxes. If no issues are checked, all shown issues will be in the report.  

 

The list reports also contain the notes: on the far right and above the reporting line 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The different available formats to export are:  

 

    List in Excel, with 1 line per issue; 

    List in Browser (Internet Explorer); 

    Details in Word (including lay-out); 

    Details in Browser (including lay-out); 

   Printable list, including totals per Status, Severity and Priority. This is the most ideal overview list.  

 

Internet Explorer shows the above text as 'mouse-over' text. Firefox unfortunately doesn't.  

After clicking one of these buttons you can directly print or save and edit if desired.  

 

 

Problems with opening or saving? – Also for opening or saving reports a firewall, proxy server 

or virus scanner can lead to errors. See the tip "Error messages" in chapter 2.4 
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3.6 Custom made reports  

So SmarTRACK offers default extensive reporting functionalities. It is however possible that there is a need 

for further custom made reports. There is an Excel tool available for this that can compose every desirable 

graph or table with a simple dialog.  

 

This tool can be downloaded for free from www.smartest.nl, at Tools en Templates – SmarTRACK. 

 

There will be a custom service within SmarTRACK itself: a report that is a table where the user can choose 

the fields on the X and Y axes. This way you can compose every desired summations yourself. This report 

is, however, not yet available.  

4 SmarTRACK online documentation 

In the menu option Docs you will find the general Mantis manual (the tool SmarTRACK is based on) and 

any additional documentation that is placed there by the SmarTRACK manager. Such as this user manual 

and the administrator manual.  

 

5 Your personal SmarTRACK settings 

5.1 Edit account 

 

With the menu option Edit account you can change your personal data: password, email address and 

name. 
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5.2 Account preferences 

 

Account preferences helps you regulate your email messaging. 

 

 

The next page will give an explanation on the different settings. 

 

 

Bothered by spam? – Too many emails? Every user can choose for himself for which events 

he/she would like to receive an email. The options turned off by the SmarTRACK manager (not 

visible here) can't be turned on by the user.  

 

Language choice – Every user can change his/her language on the fly. Very convenient in multi- 

lingual projects. SmarTRACK default supports English and Dutch, but other languages are 

possible at request.  

 

Not always email – If you chose to receive emails after placing notes, pay attention after closing 

or reopening an issue. The note that is placed with this issue is not marked as "note". So you will 

not get an email of this.  
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Property: Explanation:  

Default project Choose your default project, so you don't need to select a project when 

reporting issues.  

Advanced View  Determines if the screen View issue details is opened in the simple or 

advanced version. 

Advanced Update  Determines if the screen Updating issue information is opened in the simple 

or advanced version. 

Refresh Delay The interval in minutes that automatically refreshes the screen View issues. 

This is default 30. Minimum = 10. 

Redirect Delay  The number of seconds for a confirmation screen to be visible before it 

automatically jumps to the next screen4. 

Notes Sort Order Choose if notes should be displayed in descending or ascending order in time 

in the detailed overviews of issues.  

Email notifications Indicate of which event you would like to receive an email message.  

 

Note 1: It is possible the SmarTRACK manager turned specific email 

notifications off. In that case it is not possible for you to turn them on.  

 

Note 2: Despite the optimalization we made in this point, automatically 

generated emails can be the 'victim' of spam filters that are set too strict, in 

your own mail server as well as somewhere else on the internet. This can 

incidentally lead to SmarTRACK emails not arriving. Because the route of an 

email over the internet is unpredictable, it is impossible to completely exclude 

this risk. We ask you to report specific cases to your local SmarTRACK 

manager.  

Minimum Severity The minimum severity of issues you will receive emails from. After changing 

the field Severity you will receive an email if the New value is higher or equal 

to the set minimum severity.  

Email notes limit  Gives the option to limit the number of notes placed on an issue to prevent 

the email from getting too long. Note: 0 = no limit. Preferably leave this 

unchanged to get an overview that is as complete as possible.  

Language Choose the language for the application. Emails are also sent in the language 

of the receiver.  

 

With the button Update Prefs you will save your preferences. 

 

 

Don't forget this button!!  – If you leave this page without using the button, nothing will change.  

 

The button Reset Prefs will reset the preferences back to the default settings. 

 

 

                                                        
4 The default setting is 2 seconds. Changing has no effect and is of no use. This is a 'known issue'.  
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5.3 Profiles 

 

Profiles helps you to record, update and delete profiles. This can save you a lot of input work!  

 

A Profile contains information of the configuration the issue is established on. This can be important for 

further analysis and solving. Created profiles can be selected easily when reporting an issue. Especially 

information about your browser (version) is often important for the developer.  

 

5.4 Logout 

 

With the option Logout you can log out after which you will return to the Log on screen. 
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6 Description of all SmarTRACK fields 

List of all SmarTRACK fields with Dutch and English name, default content of saved choice lists, default 

values and where necessary extra explanation.   
Field name 
(alphabetical) 

Dutch Default choice list 
contents and 
default  value 

Explanation 

With behind it the original Mantis name, if 
different 

default value = underlined 

Additional 
information 

Additionele 
informatie 

n/a Use only in specific occasions with just a 
reference from the main description (or no-one will 
read this field). Always add relevant information to 
the main description field.  

Assign To Toewijzen aan Mantis shows list of users A choice list appears of all users that are 
authorized to have issues assigned to them.  

Attachments Bijgevoegde 
bestanden 

n/a Additional field for adding files.  

Category Categorie Not determined, User 
functionality, 
administrator 
functionality, GUI and 
Process and workflow, 
output management, 
Interfaces, Data, Other 

Issues can be connected to different project or 
system components with this, to view these 
separately in reports. This is a significant field; 
think about this thoroughly. Choice list can be 
created by the SmarTRACK manager.  

Description Beschrijving n/a See manual for point of attention and tips 
Date Submitted Datum aangemeld n/a  
ETA Verwachte oplostijd n/a Estimate of the needed number of days. 
Issue nr. Nummer 

(Meldingsnummer) 
n/a  

Fixed in Version Opgelost in versie Product version. This has the same choice list as "Product version".  
Priority Prioriteit none, low, normal, high, 

urgent, immediate (this is 
default Mantis) 

Indicates how quickly an issue should be solved. 
Is different from Severity, but in reality often only 
Severity is used. Advantage of this is that it is very 
simple.  

Navigational path Stappen om te 
reproduceren 

n/a For 'difficult' issues it is recommended to describe 
the steps in detail to reproduce the issue. Don’t 
underestimate this: developers are not always 
able to just reproduce an issue.  

Product build Product build Free text field. Default 
value Dutch "nvt" or 
English "n.a.".  

In the same product version often multiple 'builds', 
releases or sub versions are distinguished. This 
can be indicated in this field.  

Product version Productversie Unselected 
Release 1, version 0 
Release 1, version 1 
Release 1, version 2 
Release 2, version 1 
Release 2, version 2 
Release 2, version 3 
etcetera 

Project specific. Choice list can be changed by the 
administrator in the GUI and shows in the log.  

Project Project <displays the selected 
project> 

See also the guidelines for creating (sub) projects 
in the administrator manual. 

Projection Verwachting 
Oplossing 
(Projectie) 

None, Tweak, Simple, 
Advanced, Redesign.  
(this is standard Mantis) 

An estimate of the impact of the change (by the 
developer). 

Reporter Aanmelder Mantis shows a list of 
users 

The person who created the issue. Is 
automatically filled, so not on report issue screen.  

Reproducibility Reproduceerbaar-
heid 

always, sometimes, 
random, have not tried, 
unable to reproduce 

What you often see is the developer can't 
reproduce it in his/her environment. That is why it 
is important the reporter checks if the problem is 
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reproducible in different circumstances.  
Severity Impact 1 Showstopper, 2 Major, 

3 Minor, 4 Cosmetic 
What is the severity of the problem for the 
business and/or the user. Don't confuse this with 
the effort the solution will take that is estimated by 
the developer (the field Projection is for this). The 
reporter makes an estimate of the severity, others 
can change this if necessary. Synonym: Weight.  

Summary Korte omschrijving 
(Samenvatting) 

n/a Make a concise description.  

Status Status New, Acknowledged, 
Accepted, Processing, 
Fixed, Retest, Closed 
(automatically or 
workflow) 

The status transition follows the configured 
workflow. Can't be chosen on the report issue 
screen because an issue always starts with the 
status New. See chapter workflow in the user 
manual.  

Type  (Resolution) Type (Oplossing) To be fixed, Accepted 
issue, Not fixable, Wish, 
Duplicate, Not 
reproducible, Suspended 

This is a special field: as long as the issue is not 
closed, this is a proposition or "working 
hypothesis". As soon as you close the issue this is 
the end status. This works very well, but explain 
clearly, or there can be confusion. That's why you 
shouldn't use the field name "Solution" but the 
(intentionally vague) name "Type".  

Updated Laatste aanpassing 
(Aangepast) 

n/a Date changed, last change 

    
Platform 
indication 

Platform 
aanduiding 

  

OS OS See above See explanation in chapter Profiles.  
OS Version OS versie See above Field is elsewhere called "Version/manufacturer".  
Platform Platform Make several 

platform/OS/Version sets. 
F.e. PC Windows, IBM 
Mainframe, Test 
environments  
(OS)?? Browsers (OS)?? 
Oracle? 
 

See explanation chapter Profiles. 

Select profile Profiel selecteren Conform project definition 
of profiles 

Is help field. Is not saved separately but in the 
three fields Platform – OS – OS version. 

View status Zichtbaarheid Intern, extern  
    

Note fields Opmerking velden n/a  
Note- from Opmerking - van n/a  
Note- date time Opmerking - datum 

tijd 
n/a  

Note- text Opmerking - tekst n/a  
    

Custom fields added to every new SmarTRACK database  

Reference Referentie n/a Reference to scenario, specification, etc. 
Taste and projects differ, so a local administrator 
can choose how to use this field. 

Test environment Testomgeving Development, Test, 
Acceptance, Production 

Indicate in which environment the issue is found. 
Choice list can be changed by the administrator. 

Test type Testsoort 
(custom) 

Unit test, Integration test, 
System test, Acceptance 
test.  

Equal for test type (or test phase). 
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7 INDEX 

Blue = screen or part of a screen 

Red = button 

 

A 

Accepted- status · 11 
account · 12 
activate account · 12 
advanced filters · 24 
advanced summary · 33 
advanced update · 41 
advanced view · 41 
Aknowledged-status · 11 
assign · 26 
assign to · 19 
attach file · 29 
attachments · 29 

B 

Browser compatibility · 7 

C 

category · 19 
category (column is list) · 26 
close · 26 
closed status · 33 
Closed- status · 11 
copy an issue (to another project) · 26 
create clone (button) · 29 
custom summary · 33 

D 

date/days · 33 
default project · 41 
delete · 26 
delete issue · 29 
description · 19 

Developer  (role) · 9 

E 

effectiveness reporter · 33 
email limit notes · 41 
email notifications · 41 
Excel · 38 

F 

Fixed- status · 11 

I 

issue history · 8 

L 

language · 41 
Lead developer (role) · 9 
Lead tester  (role) · 9 
local SmarTRACK manager · 12 

M 

Manager-  (role) · 9 
minimum severity (email setting) · 41 
monitor issue · 29 
move (an issue) · 26 
move issue · 29 

N 

New- status · 11 
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O 

open · 33 

P 

print · 29 
product build · 21 
product version · 21 

R 

redirect delay · 41 
refresh delay · 41 
relationship · 29 
Release sheet · 20 
report stay · 21 
reproducibility · 19; 21 
reset filter · 24 
resolve · 26 
resolved · 33 
Retest- status · 11 

S 

select profile · 21 
send a reminder · 28 
service level · 8 

severity · 19 
severity (kolom in lijst) · 26 
status(column in list) · 26 
steps to reproduce (field) · 32 
sticky (set/unset) · 26 
summary · 19 
Summary · 33 
Super tester · 9 
Super tester (role) · 9 
support · 8 
synthesis · 33 

T 

Tester (role) · 9 

U 

update issue · 29 
updated (column in list) · 26 
upload file · 21 

V 

view advanced · 29 
view simple · 29 
view status · 21; 26 

 


